Questions On RFB TECH 01-19 LPS Multipurpose Room A/V System
To ensure that all vendors receive the same information, we have compiled a list of common questions that have been asked with the
attached answers. If we receive any more questions, we will add them to the list and send it out again.

Question

Answer

Question 1: We would like to schedule a site survey. How do we do so?

A site visit can be set up. Do not contact the school directly
for the site visit. Please contact Mr. Matthew Ferreira to
schedule the visit. He can be contacted by email at
Mferreira@bryan.k12.ga.us or by phone at (912)515-6663

Question 2: How soon will this system need to be installed and completed?

Bryan County Schools would like for the system to be
completely functional by May 17, 2019. If this is not
possible, please include your company's estimated date of
completion on Page 10 of the bid document. We will work
with the winning company on times that they can and
cannot be in the multipurpose room and cafeteria for the
installation.

Question 3: Are the floor plans available for this space, showing reflected
views and elevations?

Bryan County Schools has a PDF of some of the floor plans
of Lanier Primary School that will be sent to the vendor
upon request. These plans will include some dimensions
as well as the location of the equipment.

Question 4: The project will require the installation of a minimum of three
power outlets. Is the vendor responsible for the installation or finding a
contractor to install the outlets, or will Bryan County Schools handle the
installation prior to the system set up?
Question 5: Can we re-use the current rack for the new equipment?
(Currently, is a "mobile" rack on wheel)
Question 6: Does Bryan County schools want the new rack to be on
wheels, like it currently is, or does the new rack need to be mounted on the
wall?
Question 7: Does the rack need to stay in it's current location, or does it
need to go on the stage?

Bryan County Schools will most likely handle the
installation of the power outlets. However, please include
the installation in your bid price as an optional expense.

Question 8: Can the current wiring be reused?
Question 9: What are the locations for the video input plates?
Question 10: What kind of system control panel does the school want installed?

Question 11: There are currently 2 Floor Plates on the stage with Microphone jacks
and 2 individual Microphone jacks on the front of the stage. Do these need to be
integrated into the new system?
Question 12: The current system is integrated with speakers in the cafeteria. Does
the new system
need
bethe
integrated
well? in the cafeteria?
Question
13: Can
wetouse
current as
speakers

Question 14: There is also an the option of not mounting two large speakers on the
wall, but putting several ceiling speakers up throughout the gym and the cafeteria.
Can we include this in our bid?

Question 15: If the system does include the cafeteria, which is separate from the
multi-purpose room by a partition on rails, can we add two more of the wall mounted
speakers in the cafeteria to make sure that the audio quality is the same as in the
multi-purpose room?
Question 16: If Bryan county Schools chooses to go with the suggestion of a
company as listed on Page 10 of the bid document, when will we be informed?

Question 17: Does the rear projector need to be mounted on the ceiling or on the
wall?
Question 18: Do the hanging microphone need to be hanging in front of the stage
curtain or behind the stage curtain?
Question 19: What are the dimensions of the rooms that we will be installing the new
equipment in?
Question 20: What do we do with the old equipment?

No, Bryan County Schools would like for the rack to be
mounted to the wall.
Please refer to the answer of Question 5.

We will not be keeping the rack in is current location. It will
be mounted on the wall closer to the stage.
No, all wiring will need to be a new installation.
Please refer to the answer of Question 3.
A touchscreen panel mounted at the specified location, it
MUST be programmable by Bryan County Schools
personnel. A training on programming the control panel is
also to be provided.
The 2 floor plates will need to be integrated as microphone
jacks. The 2 microphone jacks on the front of the stage will
need to be replaced with Video Input Plates.
Yes.
The best effort will be made to use the existing speakers,
however, should they not perform to acceptable standards,
they are to replaced. Please include a price on
recommended speakers on Page 10 of the bid document.
The bidder is ultimately responsible for what they propose
to Bryan County Schools. If your company chooses to
propose anything different than what was listed in the
Specifications section, please explain (on Page 10 of the
bid document) the difference in equipment, the reason for
the change in specification, and the respective pricing.
Please refer to the answer of Question 15.

The company that ultimately wins the bid will be informed
of the award by 9:00 AM on Friday April 19th, 2019. At that
time, we will also let the company know if we have chosen
to proceed with one of their suggestions or with the
original plans in the bid.
Please submit bids with a wall mounted projector.
The hanging microphones need to be hanging in front of
the stage curtain.
Please refer to the answer of Question 3.
All equipment will remain as the property of Bryan County
Schools. Once the equipment has been removed from its
current location, it must remain on the property of Lanier
Primary School and placed where it will not obstruct or
endanger the children of the school.
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